In recent years there h a s b een an increased i n t e r est in the modelling and recognition of human activities involving highly structured and semantically rich behaviour such as dance, aerobics, and sign language.
Introduction
In recent y ears, challenging problems such a s h uman-computer interaction, automated visual surveillance and the realistic animation of human motion, have led to an increased interest in providing machines with the ability to learn and use models of human behaviour 15, 3 , 1 3 , 8] . Of particular interest is the modelling and recognition of human activities involving highly structured and semantically rich behaviour such as dance, aerobics, and sign language 6, 20, 21] .
In this paper an activity i s v i e w ed as a sequence of primitive m o vements with a high-level structure controlling the temporal ordering. Others have used a similar approach to perceiving human activities.
Bobick and Ivanov 4 ] used a context-free parsing mechanism together with HMMs 16] modelling lowlevel behaviour primitives for the recognition of activities. They used a hand-coded stochastic context-free grammar to represent a p r i o r i knowledge of the high-level structure of an activity. Bregler 5] proposed a framework for the probabilistic decomposition of human dynamics at di erent l e v els of abstraction, modelling complex gestures as successive phases of simple movements using an HMM. Similarly, P entland and Liu 14] and Rittscher and Blake 1 7 ] used a set of dynamic models coupled together with a Markov chain representing long-term continuity constraints.
Unfortunately, HMMs do not encode high order temporal dependencies easily. Local optima are frequently encountered by iterative optimisation techniques when learning HMMs with many free parameters, and thus model topology and size are often highly constrained prior to training. We propose the use of variable length Markov models (VLMM) 18, 9 ] a s a s i m p l e , y et powerful and e cient mechanism for capturing behavioural dependencies and constraints. Using a cross-entropy measure, VLMMs are able to locally optimise memory length within the model. This e ciently captures long-term temporal dependencies in some parts of behaviour and short-term dependencies elsewhere.
Two di erent methods are proposed for modelling behaviour using VLMMs at di erent temporal scales. In the rst, a VLMM is used to encode sequences of prototypical con gurations of short-term structure and motion (typically spanning of the order of 20ms). In the second, a VLMM is used to encode sequences of atomic behaviours segmented automatically from training data and representing primitive actions (typically lasting of the order of a second) such as raising an arm. The advantage of using a VLMM at this higher level is that it facilitates a more powerful encoding of temporal dependencies.
We show h o w both kinds of model can be learned from extended video sequences depicting target behaviours. Finally, w e demonstrate the use of the learnt behaviour models in two applications. In the rst, we show h o w t h e y m a y be used for animation of human activity producing statistically accurate variations on an action without requiring operator intervention. In the second, we demonstrate their use in prediction, aimed at improving the reliability of object tracking or anticipating someone's actions in the immediate future.
Augmented con guration space
Behaviours may be viewed as smooth trajectories within an appropriate feature space. Our modelling framework is based on an augmented c on guration space which describes both d-dimensional object con guration C t and its rst derivative _ C t . The inclusion of derivatives helps resolve a m biguities in con guration space. Moreover, it facilitates the use of models in performing generative tasks (see section
3.2).
The rst stage of the modelling process involves the acquisition of sequences, F j , of regularly sampled augmented con guration vectors, F t 2 0 1] 2d . Each sequence describes the temporal evolution of a behaviour:
where F t = C t _ C t (2) and balances the contribution of derivatives when using the Euclidean distance as a dissimilarity measure.
In order to generate a discrete representation of behaviours, we replace each v ector F t by the nearest (in a Euclidean sense) prototype from a nite set P = fp 0 p 1 : : : p n g of prototypical augmented con gurations. 
where m.
Experimental data
To demonstrate the generality of our approach, two data sets with entirely di erent con guration spaces are used for the experiments in Section 3 and 4.
Data set 1: 2{D Contour tracking
For the rst data set, individuals performing exercise routines were tracked using a simple contour tracker 12, 1]. Object con guration is represented by the n control points of a closed uniform B-spline approximating the silhouette boundary. Control points are evenly spaced around the silhouette and ordered relative to a consistent p o i n t of reference. The method for the location of this reference point has been enchanced from 1] to allow the top of an individual's head to be more accurately located. This enchancement i n volves local adjustment of the reference point such that it coincides with the locally highest part of the silhoutte boundary. Figure 1 illustrates this shape representation, showing a sample silhouette boundary, (a)(ii), alongside the corresponding video image, (a)(i).
Spline control points are transformed from image coordinates into an object centred coordinate system and normalised such that each component of the transformed control points lies in the interval 0 1].
The evolving silhouette boundary is thus represented by con guration vectors C t 2 0 1] 2n (i.e. d = 2 n):
C t = ( x 1 (t) y 1 (t) x 2 (t) y 2 (t) : : : x n (t) y n (t)) : (4) Training data was generated from a 40 second sequence of an individual performing an exercise routine, sampled at 25 frames per second. This exercise routine comprises two exercises, each repeated four times and followed by four repetitions of a sub-exercise (see Figure 1 (b)). Splines with 32 control points were used, resulting in a 128-dimensional augmented con guration space (2 2 32). Using a scaling factor of = 10, a set of 71 prototypical augmented con guration vectors were learnt from this data set.
Data set 2: 3{D Motion capture
For the second data set, we used a commercially available system (Camera: ProRe ex, Software: MacRe- Training data was generated from eight sequences (of approximate duration 25 seconds each) of an individual perfoming the exercise routine shown in Figure 2 . Using a scaling factor of = 30, a set of 87 prototypical augmented con guration vectors were learnt from this data set.
Modelling behaviour using variable length Markov models
We a r e i n terested in building models of behaviour which are able to support both recognition and generative capabilities such as the prediction of future behaviours or the synthesis of realistic sample behaviours. We a c hieve this by using variable memory length Markov models (VLMMs) 9] to encode the sequences of prototype vectors corresponding to observed behaviours in the augmented con guration space.
Variable length Markov models
Variable length Markov models deal with a class of random processes in which the memory length varies, in contrast to an n-th order Markov model for which the memory length is xed. and e cient representation which is particularly attractive in cases where we need to capture higher-order temporal dependencies in some parts of the behaviour and lower-order dependencies elsewhere.
Assume w is a string of tokens used as a memory to predict the next token a 0 according to an estimatê P(a 0 jw) o f P ( a 0 jw). The main idea behind the variable length modelling method is that if the output probabilityP(a 0 jaw) that predicts the next token a 0 is signi cantly di erent f r o m P(a 0 jw), then the longer memory aw may be a better predictor than w. A w eighted Kullback-Leibler divergence 18] is used to measure the additional information that is gained by using the longer memory aw for prediction instead of the shorter memory w:
If H(aw w) exceeds a given threshold ", then the longer memory aw is used, otherwise the shorter memory w is considered su cient for prediction.
The transition probabilities and priors are derived from estimates of P(a n ja 1 a 2 : : : a n;1 ) and P(a 1 a 2 : : : a n ) calculated for various values of n (n = 1 2 : : : N ). The estimates are given by:
P(a n ja 1 a 2 : : : a n;1 ) = v(a 1 a 2 : : : a n;1 a n ) v(a 1 a 2 : : : a n;1 )
andP (a 1 a 2 : : : a n ) = v(a 1 a 2 : : : a n ) v 0 (7) where v(a 1 a 2 : : : a n ) i s t h e n umber of times the string of tokens a 1 a 2 : : : a n appears in the training data and v 0 is the total length of the training sequences.
The training algorithm involves building a pre x tree 9] where each node corresponds to a string up to a predetermined length N. The transition frequencies are counted by t r a versing the tree structure repeatedly with strings of length N where the strings are generated by sliding a window of xed length N along a training sequence of tokens. Transition probabilities are computed using equation 6 and a pruning procedure is then applied while the pre x tree is converted to a prediction su x tree 18]. For each n o d e n p in the pre x tree, a corresponding node n s in the su x tree is created if and only if the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability distribution at n p and the probability distribution at its ancestor node in the pre x tree is larger than threshold ". Finally, the su x tree is converted to an automaton representing the trained VLMM. A more detailed description on building and training variable length Markov models is given by R o n et al. 18 ]. is the output probability function representing the memory conditioned probabilities of the next token a 2 . Finally, : Q ! 0 1] is the probability distribution over the start states. The functions and are such that for every q 2 Q, P a2 (q a) = 1 a n d P q2Q (q) = 1 .
Thus, a VLMM is equivalent t o a Probabilistic

Modelling behaviour using a VLMM over prototypes
In our rst approach, temporal dependencies in behaviour are learned by using a VLMM to capture the memory conditioned probabilities of transitions between prototypes. Initially, the training sequences are converted into sequences of prototypes by observing the closest prototype, in a nearest neighbour sense, to the current training vector at each time instant. Only transitions between di erent prototypes are considered for training. The output sequences are then used to train a VLMM represented by the PFSA M p .
Behaviour Generation
The trained model M p represents the learnt behaviour model and has generative capabilities. Behaviour generation is achieved by t r a versing the PFSA, selecting either the most likely transition (maximum likelihood behaviour generation) or sampling from the transition distribution (stochastic behaviour generation) at each state, and emitting the corresponding prototype vectors. This results in an ordered set G of prototype vectors p qr which are the output of the transitions q r+1 = b (q r p qr ) b e t ween states q r , q r+1 .
The time interval between generated prototypes is initially unspeci ed (due to the removal of repeated prototypes{see Section 2) and in order to generate an output sequence of vectors in the augmented con guration space at video frame rates, an interpolant o f G must be sampled. Since non-linear changes may occur between prototypes separated by large time intervals, a (cubic) Hermite interpolation is used. Assuming constant acceleration, the time interval r between successive prototype vectors can be approximated by: r = 2 jC r+1 ; C r j j _ C r+1 j + j _ C r j : (8) The Hermite interpolant i s d e n e d b y the endpoints C r and C r+1 and tangent v ectors _ C r and _ C r+1
(scaled by r ). Using the approximate time intervals and interpolants between successive v ectors, a temporally regular extrapolation can be produced by sampling at data frame rate.
Prediction of future behaviour
To use the model M p for behaviour prediction, it is rst necessary to locate the current model state.
Since model states may encode a history of previous behaviour, the model is initially used in a recognition mode, accepting successive prototypes representing observed behaviour and making the corresponding state transitions. Having located the current model state, prediction of future behaviour can be achieved using the model either as a stochastic or a maximum likelihood behaviour generator.
A VLMM needs to be able to handle the problem of unseen events { cases where token sequences which might h a ve not appeared previously in the training corpus, appear during the recognition process.
Therefore, if the model M p is presented with a prototype p i 2 P while in a state which emits this prototype with probability z e r o , w e return to the initial model state, lose all the previous memory and predict p i with the prior probabilityP(p i ). This backing-o method is simple but e ective, although other more complex methods of handling unseen events could be employed 11].
Assessing predictor performance
For each prediction model a set of mean errors are calculated to quantify the performance in predicting the value of the output vector in con guration space on each future time instant:
E T = P n j=1 C j t+T ; C t+T n (9) where n is the total number of trials carried out over all test sequences. The error in predicting forward by T time steps is averaged over predictions generated on every frame of every test sequence and C t+T denotes the ground truth vector in con guration space at time t + T as given by the test data. Errors are only updated if both a prediction and the ground truth exist for the particular T.
The mean performance of the models should represent a probabilistic weighting of the errors given by all possible predictions. In general, it is not possible to enumerate the entire set of possible predictions from a particular model state due to the possibility of cycles within the transition structure. Instead, mean performance is calculated using Monte Carlo simulation, generating a large number of stochastic predictions on each frame and allowing their relative frequency to provide probabilistic weighting within the calculation of mean errors. For the experiments presented in this paper, 50 stochastic predictions were generated on each f r a m e .
Experiments
Using the training data and the set of prototypes described in Section 2.1, variable length Markov m o d e l s over prototypes were used to encode behavioural dependencies. Two di erent v alues of the maximum allowed memory length N were used for these models. Two di erent test sequences of an individual performing an exercise routine composed of the same three exercises and sub-exercises as those in the training data were used to demonstrate predictor performance.
The test sequences were approximately 25 seconds long. As before, gure 4(b) demonstrates predictor performance. Each plot in the graph demonstrates mean predictor performance up to about 3 seconds in the future, averaged over all stochastic predictions for all frames in both test data sequences.
As can be seen from the prediction graphs in gures 4(a) and (b), substantially better results are obtained using VLMMs in comparison to a rst order Markov m o d e l . Learning temporal behaviour dependencies at the prototype level using a variable length Markov model results in an e cient behaviour model representation that captures accurately local behaviour dependencies and has good generative capabilities. However, in order to capture the`syntactic' structure of an activity o ver a longer timescale, simultaneously with the short term structure necessary for animation, a hierarchical approach i n behaviour modelling as described in the next section can yield better results. 4 Learning structured behaviour models Motion in human activities has di erent c haracteristics at di erent time scales, usually carrying syntactic and semantic information at larger temporal scales. Capturing the variability of behaviour at di erent temporal scales could be facilitated by using multiple memory mechanisms, thus providing a more powerful means of modelling structured and semantically rich behaviours of human activities.
In this section a hierarchical memory mechanism is proposed using a VLMM encoding sequences of atomic behaviours, each o f w h i c h h a ve their own stochastic micro-structure. Using such a mechanism, it is possible to capture the larger scale temporal dependencies and therefore infer possible high level syntactic or semantic information about the studied behaviour.
Learning atomic behaviours
Temporal segmentation into atomic behaviours involves identifying suitable break points at which t o partition an activity. G i v en the physical constraints posed by the human body, a n y c hange in the type of human movement usually causes dips in velocity. We wish to exploit this by using minima in the magnitude of con guration change as clues for performing semantic temporal segmentation.
Behaviour, as described in Section 2, is represented by a sequence of prototypes in the augmented con guration space, describing the temporal evolution of behaviour. We identify those prototypes for which the magnitude of the rst derivative _ C t is a local minimum and below a xed threshold (chosen by inspection). We call this the set of key prototypes K:
These key prototypes are then utilised to facilitate the learning of larger scale temporal dependencies in behaviour. Ideally, the segmentation points might be derived from a global maximisation of likelihood over the training data. Such an approach is subject of future research.
The set of key prototypes uniquely de ne a set of atomic behaviours that start and end with these prototypes. Speci cally, the atomic behaviour ij represents the range of behaviour observed between key prototypes k i and k j for i 6 = j. Each atomic behaviour component ij comprises a set of m template sequences l ij , 1 l m, w h e r e m is, in general, di erent for each atomic behaviour component. Each such template is an ordered set of n augmented con guration prototypes l ij = fp 1 p 2 : : : p n g (11) where n is, in general, di erent for each template sequence.
Template sequences are generated from the training corpus via a process of sequence clustering and merging. Initially, the set of all training sub-sequences spanning the transition between prototypes k i and k j is acquired. This set is then partitioned into a number of clusters of self-similar sequences using dynamic time warping 19] to assess sequence similarity. Finally, a single template sequence is generated from each cluster via a process of sequence re-sampling, averaging, and re-quantisation.
The relative probability P ( l ij ), P l P( l ij ) = 1 , o f e a c h template sequence within the atomic behaviour component ij is derived from the training corpus by observing the relative frequency with which the templates are matched.
Inferring a higher-level behaviour grammar
Temporal segmentation into atomic behaviours enables the learning of a higher level behaviour model that e ciently captures temporal ordering and constraints between constituent atomic behaviours. This is achieved using a VLMM to capture the memory conditioned probabilities of transitions between atomic behaviours. For convenience, the VLMM M k = ( Q k K k k k ) is trained using the set of key prototypes as an alphabet. Although key prototypes are used as the alphabet, the memory conditioned probabilities of transitions between atomic behaviours are implicit within the model. Suppose P M k (k j jsk i ) denotes the probability of observing key prototype k j conditioned on the observation of history sk i , where s denotes a key prototype history. Since ij is the atomic behaviour component representing the transition between k i and k j , clearly P M k ( ij jsk i ) = P M k (k j jsk i ). Within such a b e h a viour model, the probability P M k ( l ij jsk i ) of observing template sequence l ij , conditioned on the observation of a key prototype history sk i , is given by:
(12) Figure 5 illustrates part of a sample VLMM encoding the high-level structure of a behaviour. Also illustrated is the sub-model of an atomic behaviour component de ned between two k ey prototypes that is implicitly built within the high-level model.
Behaviour generation
The learnt structured behaviour model has stronger generative capabilities compared with the model in Section 3.2.1. This is due to the fact that temporal behaviour dependencies are encoded at a higher level o ering a more powerful, longer duration memory mechanism.
Behaviour generation is achieved by traversing the model's automaton M k , generating a key prototype at each step and replacing each k i k j subsequence with a k i l ij k j subsequence. The choice of template l ij representing the atomic behaviour ij is achieved by either choosing the template that maximises equation 12 or sampling from the set of possible templates l ij .
Entirely hypothetical sequences can be generated using the start state distribution k to select an initial model state. The selection of the start state is based on either sampling from the start state distribution or identifying the most probable state. The start state distribution is approximated by the relative frequency of starting at a particular state of the VLMM in the training data. Figure 6 illustrates stochastic synthesis of sample behaviour using the learnt b e h a viour model for the 3-D motion capture example (see section 4.5). An entirely hypothetical excersise routine sequence has been generated and is used to animate a virtual humanoid using the VRML modelling language.
Prediction of future behaviour
In order to use the model M k for behaviour prediction, it is necessary not only to locate the current model state (as in section 3.2.2), but also to identify the atomic behaviour template currently being observed and to locate the current position within this template. Once the atomic behaviour has been found, the subsequent model state is implicitly identi ed.
Suppose that, at time t, it has been established that the current state of the model M k is q c , h a ving memory sk i , and that the prototype sequence O t = fo 1 o 2 : : : o t;1 o t g has been observed since the last observed key k i . In order to select the subsequent model state, it is necessary to identify the atomic behaviour template currently being traversed.
A B a yesian approach i s t a k en where the estimated transition probabilities of the learned model M k are used as priors. The posterior probability that atomic behaviour template l ij represents the observation sequence at time t, taking into account the history of the high-level behaviour model, is approximated by: P( l ij jO t s k i ) / P(O t j l ij )P M k ( l ij jsk i ) (13) where P M k ( l ij jsk i ) i s g i v en by equation 12 and P(Oj l ij ) i s t h e l i k elihood of template l ij giving rise to the current observation sequence.
All the atomic behaviour template sequences from all the possible atomic behaviours de ned from the last observed key prototype k i to any other key prototype k q are considered. For each s u c h template sequence r iq , a p o s i t i o n n is found such that the distance or the cost to align fp 1 p 2 : : : p g with fo 1 o 2 : : : o t g is minimised using dynamic time warping. This minimum cost is denoted by c t (i q r).
Utilising the cost function, it is possible to approximate the likelihood P(O t j l ij ) with the relative prob-ability of atomic behaviour template l ij giving rise to the observation sequence O t : P(O t j l ij ) = 1 ; c t (i j l) P q r c t (i q r) : (14) Selecting the atomic behaviour template for which equation 13 is maximised identi es the subsequent key prototype k j and thus the subsequent state of the VLMM.
Unseen events are handled by detecting cases in which the maximum probability is less than a threshold . In these cases, we loose all previous history of the high-level behaviour model and predict the next key prototype using only the likelihood function given by equation 14.
Having located the next state q c+1 of the VLMM M k and the position within the atomic behaviour template currently being traversed, generation of future behaviour is possible. The generated behaviour comprises the remaining template behaviour sequence fo +1 o +2 : : : o t;1 o t g and the behaviour generated from the state q c+1 using the model M k either as a stochastic or a maximum likelihood behaviour generator as described in the previous section. 
Experiments
Using the training data and the set of prototypes described in Section 2.1, structured behaviour models have been learned with VLMMs capturing the structure of activity at a higher level using atomic behaviours as an alphabet. respectively. Figure 9 demonstrates the generation of sample behaviours using the learnt structured behaviour models ( with maximum memory (a) N=1, (b) N=4, and (c) N=8 respectively). Stochastic extrapolation and selection of initial states were used to create entirely synthetic exercise routine sequences. In each gure, sequences are illustrated by a set of lled contours progressing in a top-to-bottom order. For illustrative purposes every second frame of the rst 700 frames is displayed. With N=1 (equivalent t o a rst order Markov model), the model does not capture longer-term temporal constraints between atomic behaviours as can be seen by the random order in which the separate exercises and sub-exercises are generated. In gures 9(b) and 9(c), the encoding of longer-term temporal dependencies is illustrated by the correct progression from one exercise or sub-exercise to the next.
The test sequence from section 3.2.4 is again used here to assess prediction performance. Figure 10(a) illustrates predictor performance using the learned structured behaviour model for N = 6. The performance of the behaviour model described in section 3.2 is also illustrated here for comparison. VLMMs were trained using memories of maximum length N equal to 2 and 4 with a threshold " = 0 :0001, resulting in models with 9 and 12 states respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the stochastic generation of sample behaviour of the learnt structured behaviour model for N = 4 .
The two test sequences from section 3.2.4 are again used here to assess prediction performance. Figure 10(b) illustrates predictor performance using the learned structured behaviour model for N = 4. The performance of the behaviour model described in section 3.2 is also illustrated here for comparison.
As can be seen from the prediction graphs in gures 10(a) and 10(b), the structured behaviour models consistently give better prediction results, demonstrating the increased ability of the model to encode the complex, long-term temporal dependencies.
Conclusions
Two n o vel methods have been proposed for the automatic acquisition of statistical models for structured and semantically rich b e h a viours. The use of variable length Markov models provides an e cient mechanism for learning complex behavioural dependencies and constraints. Capturing behaviour at a low level using a VLMM with prototypical con gurations as an alphabet, results in a model that accurately encodes local behaviour dependencies. However, such a model is unable to capture dependencies at multiple temporal scales. Using a VLMM at a higher level of abstraction, with constituent atomic behaviours as an alphabet, it is possible to automatically infer a stochastic model of the high-level structure of a behaviour. The learned structured behaviour model encodes behavioural dependencies at two temporal scales thus providing a more powerful model. Both models have good generative capabilitites and can be utilised for behaviour recognition, for the automatic synthesis of realistic object behaviours and for improving the robustness and e ciency of object tracking systems. Extention of the proposed two level hierarchy t o m ultiple levels could be envisaged mirroring behavioural hierarchies occuring in nature. This could be achieved using a hierarchy of VLMMs to capture multiple levels of motion abstraction. 
